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1. Introduction
During Task E the Province of Potenza has assisted the partner cities in implementing effectively
participatory actions focused on :
- Territorial Entities (neighboring cities involvement, connection with regional and national
authorities) and related Key – stakeholders’ involvement
- Citizens and community involvement;
Activities foreseen within Task E have been put in place in parallel with Task D (Shared adaptation
strategies) with the aim of an useful involvement of the key-stakeholders and of the community in the
Strategic Adaptation Plan development process.
So, within Task E, with the support and under the monitoring of the Province of Potenza, the Municipality
of Salaspils, the Municipality of Vicenza, the City of Skopje, the City of Velje and the Municipality of Alba Iulia have
organized FOCUSED and SPECIFIC information and engagement activities in their territories.
Task E has been composed of 2 actions:
Action E.1:
During Action E.1 the Province of Potenza has guided the 5 cities in their process of territorial entities
and related key-stakeholders’ involvement and engagement for enhancing the effectiveness of the
implementation process of local adaptation strategy and execution of subsequent actions.
The final aim is including the local action plan in a broader territorial context and creating the basis for a
future shared DRR and adaptation strategy implemented by the five cities as local leader of a wider area
‘scenario’.
Action E.2:
During Action E.2 the Province of Potenza has supported and monitored the cities in their strategic
process of citizens’ involvement and engagement for an operative and effective LASP implementation
process and for reaching completely all the goals fixed in the strategy.

2. Outputs
2.1 Local facilitators training (embedded in the international training C.3)
As first step of the task E, the Province of Potenza organized a specific training, during the International
Training held in Vejle (Denmark) on 30th May 2018: the “Local facilitators training”.
The training activity led by Alessandro ATTOLICO, project manager for the Province of Potenza and
Advocate for the Making Cities Resilient Campaign by UNISDR, had a particular focus on Territorial
Entities, Stakeholders and Community Engagement and was addressed to the ‘local facilitators’.

The key role of the Facilitator is to provide advocacy, guidance, information and “know-how” to
make governments and decision-makers reflect on their crucial role in safe and sustainable
development and assist them in achieving it.
The ‘Facilitator’ has to be a Strategic Team Leader with specific skills on DRR/DRM and
Urban/Territorial Resilience and in local government policy and decision making.

Facilitator’s profile
Facilitators must have appropriate skills and capacities to:
- play an active role in advancing Resilience messages, reporting on progress, providing policy
recommendations, sharing knowledge and promoting city-to-city learning and collaborations together
with partners, public and private institutions, local and national authorities;
- propose innovative ideas and suggestions for further developing the strategy and the implementation
actions;
- seek opportunities and mobilize resources, where possible, to promote Resilience within cities and
among partners through such mutual interests of DRR;
- perform good facilitation and trainings to others;
- to be creative and imaginative: this is particularly important for the selection and adaptation of resources
to the needs of the audience in relation to the national/local context where the activity is performed;
- use their own networks and outreach opportunities to call for action and share information on building
local-level resilience that ultimately constitutes to resilient cities;
- disseminate, promote, support, report progress on, the use of guidance, tools, indicators and other
capacity building opportunities of the existing global platforms on DDR/DRM and Resilience and own
experiences in which personal know-how complements the implementation of the local strategies;
- Establish and perform a program of activities in a specified timeframe that aims to:
- increase commitments in building local-level resilience,
- support cities in assessing their risks profile,
- establish baselines and measure resilience actions and their investments;
- develop or update local-level disaster risk reduction and resilience action plans;
- enhance city capacity and access to develop and implement disaster risk reduction plans
With the aim of strengthening the know-how of the facilitators during the training activity, several
strategic topics were deepened and the global main sustainable development agendas and DRR
frameworks have been explained, also in terms of implementation at local level:
•

the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 (the aims, the seven global targets
and the Four Priorities for Action have been discussed);

•

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with its 17 global goals and the interaction with
Sendai Framework;

•

the Addis Ababa Action Agenda that establishes a strong foundation to support the
implementation of the 2030 Agenda;

•

The Paris Agreement on Climate and the New Urban Agenda.

They have been described with regard to their reciprocal interactions.
•

The “Making Cities Resilient” UNISDR Campaign and its new essentials, as a powerful mean in
the stakeholder involvement.

What a Resilience strategy, resilience planning and implementation means (Key components; Key steps;
key factors and core elements) was analyzed in detail.

2.2 The TOOLKIT for Territorial Entities, Stakeholders (Tk1) and Community Engagement
(Tk2)
The Province of Potenza has summarized and made its expertise available in a toolkit, a guideline that
each partner cities has used to prepare its action plan. The toolkit includes a list of different activities and
methodologies that can be implemented to promote key-stakeholders’ and Community involvement and
engagement with related examples of best practices plus supporting material and documents based on
Potenza Province experience.
The purpose of this Toolkit is to provide guidance to those who assist Local Governments, in particular
the trained Facilitators, in developing Resilience strategies to disasters and climate changes that can help
reduce disaster risks and adapt to changing environments.
The main objective of the Toolkit is to enable governments to make informed decisions while considering
stakeholders, including territorial entities, and communities’ needs.
The approach and activities proposed by the Toolkit have been designed to reach out to specific actors:
policy-makers, decision-makers, institutional representatives, etc. that play a critical role in assuring safe
and resilient territories and communities through the skilled filter of “Facilitators” already trained.
2.2.1 Local action planning and adaptation strategies’ main elements

Key components of Resilience STRATEGY
•

A clear vision and full understanding of DRR that is integrated into the city’s development
strategy;

•

A designated core team leading/coordinating (URST in the case of Epicuro Project) the process
and ensuring its implementation, with capacity to work with different actors

•

A budget for the URST activities;

•

A chronogram of activities with a timeframe to fulfill the preparation of the strategy and its
implementation through an action plan

•

Sustainable development as a guiding principle (umbrella) of local DRR and Resilience strategy.

Fig. 2.2.1.1 Key components of Resilience PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION

2.2.2 Territorial entities and related key stakeholder’s involvement and engagement

Key Stakeholders: profiling and mapping (What to do)
1. IDENTIFY List all relevant stakeholders
2. SORT Classify them based on their level of interest and influence
3. PLAN Create action plans for each on how to handle them accordingly
4. DO Execute action plans for stakeholder involvement and engagement
5. FOLLOW UP Monitor the process throughout the entire project period

Main steps and actions
Before engaging stakeholders, it is important to understand why engaging them and what the hope to
accomplish.
Developing a plan will help use resources efficiently to engage the right stakeholders at the right time to
achieve fixed goals.
Stakeholders’ engagement goals will reflect the particular context and will likely imply:
1) ensuring the success of the whole strategy by building better relationships with stakeholders who can
affect its outcome
2) ensuring that stakeholders are not harmed or negatively affected, either directly or indirectly, as a

result of the whole strategy
A stakeholder engagement strategy indicates how the involvement of stakeholders is achieved at each
stage of the plan implementation/dissemination process.
The strategy must include:
1) the vision for stakeholder engagement,
2) purpose, players, methods and responsibility,
3) guiding principles: inclusivity, transparency, appropriateness, clarity, comprehensiveness
Stakeholder Engagement techniques and tools

Methodology
Correspondence (letters, email, etc)

Comments
Useful to provide information regarding the process
and disseminate instructions on how to get involved.
Structured way of obtaining basic information which
can be easily analyzed and used to facilitate the
involvement.

Questionnaires and Surveys

Able to reach a large number of people, they are
convenient, economic and thus a good staring point.
They need to be well structured and ensure that the
questions are not leading.
Useful way of presenting basic information and options
to the public, especially local communities.

Exhibitions and Road Shows

Able to reach large numbers of people if well
advertised. Allows face to face feedback of
information.
Enable presentation of basic information to the general
public.

Public Meetings

Allow large numbers of people to be involved in some
limited discussion. Need to be carefully managed to
ensure all views are heard.
Engages large numbers of the population, through
television, newspapers and radio.
Useful at reaching those who may be more difficult to

Use of the full range of the media

involve. Internet, websites, online questionnaires, chat
rooms and notice boards have become
increasingly popular ways of providing information and
seeking feedback.
Useful for obtaining specific information and attitudes

Structured Interviews

from wider stakeholders and understand how to
involve them.

Forums
Focus Groups

Flexible in terms of representation, size, outcome and
timing. Allows open discussion.
Involves small groups (6-12) of people, which are
asked questions by the local facilitators

Allows facilitator to let they actively participate in
the implementation and execution of actions
foreseen by LASP.
Representative group of stakeholders, which can meet
Advisory Committee

regularly throughout the implementation process to
provide advice.
Structured group discussions designed to solve
possible problems and identify ways forward.

Workshop

Useful in bringing different groups of experts together
and require experienced local facilitators as well as
careful explanation to the attendees.
Facilitated debates between groups with different

Round Table Discussions

views with the aim of reaching consensus.
Useful for engaging specialist interest and single-issue
groups.

2.2.3 Citizens and Community involvement and engagement

Community-based Resilience
Community-based DRR and Resilience is a process within a Community and for the Community
This is a “bottom-up” process because solutions are coming from the Community itself and not in the
form of a request from higher authorities.
Reducing risk in Communities should address the root causes of risks and address it through local
knowledge and expertise.

Effective community engagement- Key elements
•

Develop a strong Community engagement programme

•

Make an analysis and map of the Community-based actors across all sectors

•

Perform risk, hazards and/or vulnerabilities analysis

•

Define the needs in terms of resources, infrastructures, policies, strategic planning and leadership

•

Define an internal team (URST) to lead the process

•

Start participatory processes to share your goals and find put the way each actor will be part of
solutions

•

Promote and define strategic alliances and partnerships

•

Integrate the Community in the development of the City/Territorial Sustainable Development
Strategy and Vision and implement it as a process

Levels of community engagement

Fig. 2.2.3.1 A four steps example of community engagement

Fig. 2.2.3.2 A five steps example of community engagement

Users and Beneficiaries: of the activities and funds of the partnership. This is the most basic level of
engagement
Advisers: to the partnership through their involvement in consultations, working parties and evaluations
which seek their guidance and feedback.
Contributors to Management: through membership of forums and steering groups that work alongside
staff supervising progress on partnership activities.
Decision Makers: primarily through their membership of the partnership board, but also when periodic
consultations are taking place about strategic choices and other major decisions.
Deliverers: of projects and programmes on behalf of the partnership and as local successor bodies that
are being developed to take over projects and programmes from the partnership.

Scope, purposes and targets
It is necessary to BE CLEAR about the scope and purpose of the engagement process. For example, is
the process designed to:
• Identify or prioritize what the needs and priorities for Community Planning should be?
• Develop a consensus on a proposal or plan?
• Inform the decision-making or service delivery of a community, council or department?
• Develop new or collaborative ways of implementing elements of the Community Plan?
• Review progress on the Community Plan?

Community profiling and clustering
Every community will be made up of a range of different interests. These might include for example:
• Local Residents or Area Based Groups
• Communities of Interest
• Faith Based Groups
• Racial, Ethnic and Cultural Groups
• Local Community and Voluntary Groups
• Web Based or Virtual Groups
Local community development networks and support organizations should be involved in identifying
community stakeholders, their particular interests and needs and how best to engage with them. Question
for example:
• What impact the issue or proposals will have on these community interests?
• Who represents these interest groups?
• Are there existing community networks or forms of communication?
• Are there gaps in information which could be plugged through local knowledge?
• The relevant legislation.

2.3 Campaigns of Territorial entities and related key- stakeholders’ - citizens and mayor groups
involvement put in place by the Cities
Each city has proceed with implementing specific actions aimed:
•

at creating stable and active involvement of neighboring territorial entities and related key
stakeholders.

•

active involvement of Citizens and local Major Groups in the 5 partner cities, increasing dialogue
and cooperate with their citizens. Increased capacity of the 5 involved

The five cities, with the support of the toolkit realized by Province of Potenza, have selected the specific
actions on the basis of their experience, the selected URST and specific challenge and LASP.
Here is, for each city, a report of the engagement campaigns carried out.

The Municipality of Alba Iulia

Challenges
• Flood resilience through community-driven action and partnerships;
• Better preparedness and community planning;
• Investments in infrastructure in order to prevent floods;
• Developing cooperation across a wide-range of stakeholders and interests, from individuals and
communities, to corporations, national government, and global partnerships.

Summary of the participative focused actions
The Municipality of Alba Iulia held five events within Task E in the period September 2018 – December
2018.
First event was for greening the Ampoi riverbed from Alba Iulia. The event was held in September 15th,
where the municipality organized a cleaning day to collect man-made rubbish along the Ampoi riverbed.
The main objective was to stimulate sustainable behavior among citizens towards their environment, and
at this event was involved over 300 citizens.
The second event was held in September 20th at a school from Alba Iulia, in partnership with Inspectorate
for Emergency Situations where has been demonstrated how they respond in critical situations. They
focused on the earthquake situation, because in some critical situations people have to know exactly what
to do to be safe. At this event was involved 200 students.
The third event was held in November 9th at a high school from Alba Iulia where the workshop was
based to raise student’s awareness of the dangers they face by not knowing how to react in certain
dangerous situations. At the event we have invited Liliana Blajan to speak, who is part of the resilience
department of the Emergency Situation Inspectorate and presented the resilience strategies of the city
and at the same time there was an interactive discussion through which students were put in some critical
situations to observe their ability to react in certain dangerous situations with certain hypothetical
situations with disasters, and at this event was involved 55 students.
The fourth event was held in November 18th during the stakeholder meeting in Alba Iulia and were
discussed issues related to the current resilience strategies, was presented the pilot project developed
within the project and Mr. Valentin Voinica presented Smart Strategies, developed under the Smart City
Project where resilience strategies could develop.
The fifth action was held in December 14th and was about planting acacia seedlings that could degrade
the degradation of the land exposed to erosion and to prevent the hill from collapsing, the formation of
small alluviums and the protection of the functioning of the telecommunication relay located upstream
of the planting area, whose operation could be disrupted or halted if the phenomenon of subsidence
would escalate, and one of the most important lessons that everybody learnt was that we have to raise
awareness continuously between the citizens and politicians for the danger of deforestation and to
continue planting trees because like this we can avoid some imminent dangers like flooding’s.
The Local Adaptation Strategy Plan will be presented on the final of February to our municipality local
council where will be approved by a special commission and then implemented to our local strategies and
time by time will be developed more with new strategies and ideas developed on meetings with key actors
of our city from private/ public sector.

E arthquake sim ulation organized w ith colleagues at the E m ergency Inspectorate in A lba Iulia. It w as att en ded b y m o re th an 200
stud en ts

E PIC U R O at high school in A lba Iulia

KIND OF
EVENT

DATE

Workshop about urban
resilience

NUMBER OF
TARGET GROUPS
PEOPLE
AMONG TERRITORIAL
INVITED
ENTITIES KEYSTAKEHOLDERS

TARGET GROUPS
AMONG CITIZENS
AND MAJOR
GROUPS

NUMBER OF
PARTECIPATING
PEOPLE

20 sept 2018

Schools/Students

200

Greening the river bed

15 sept 2018

Citizens in general/ volunteers

300

Workshop

09 nov 2018

63

Schools/Students

63

workshop

18 nov 2018

23

Planting tree

14 dic 2018

65

Tech stakeholders

27
Citizens in general

70

The Municipality of Salaspils

Challenges
• To prevent floods in new territories caused by heavy rainfalls, and spring flooding & ice shedding
by strengthening current governance and knowledge as well as the relationships between target
communities and stakeholders;
• To improve the awareness and vulnerabilities of flooding at target communities by strengthening
current community engagement;
• To improve the awareness and vulnerabilities of infrastructure damage due to flood and
landslides and build-up instability by strengthening data, training and formal relationships.

Summary of the participative focused actions
The City of Salaspils held three events within Task E in the period May 2018 – October 2019.
First event was opening campaign to raise Salaspils region residents’ and surrounding municipality
residents’ awareness to Climate change and resilience issues, also to inform that there will be “Salaspils
Region Climate Change Adaptation Strategy for 2025” developed and everyone can get involved.
Campaign was organised during Salaspils County Summer festival that gathers a lot of locals and guests
from other regions. Saturday the 26th of May from 10:00 to 15:00 there was campaign tent with
EPICURO roll up and flyers presented in festival market area. Marketing materials showed pictures from
flooded territories and that attract interest – people where asking - what it was and when it happened, and
that was time to inform them about EPICURO project, its aims and planed outcome, region resilience,
about how to act in different climate risks etc. This event was very successful - around 100 people were
informed with eye-to-eye talk and others took information flyer.
During summer the draft version of LASP or “Salaspils Region Climate Change Adaptation Strategy for
2025” was developed and then it was needed to be discuses with residents, therefore meeting in residential
area and Salaspils Municipality was organised.
On Sunday the 8th of September was organised meeting in two meeting points in Salaspils region flooded
territories – “Avoti” at 10-12 and “Salenieki” at 12 - 14. Meetings was announced online at municipality
home page and put out posters at the meeting spots. This was possibility for residents to meet in person
with technicians and discuss “Salaspils Region Climate Change Adaptation Strategy for 2025”draft and
the pilot actions. Both places gather around 15 people and raised a lot of good discussions. Also on
Wednesday the 19th of September from 16:00 in Salaspils Municipality Council was organised meeting
for anyone it may concern to discuss the LASP and pilot actions.
On 19th of September Riga Planning Region organised meeting for “Horizon 2020” project "Providing
neutral carbon emissions in the regions by 2050" (C-TRACK-50). This region covers 29 different counties
and representatives from all this counties was invited to this meeting. Salaspils Municipality was asked to
present its experience in project EPICURO and developing “Salaspils Region Climate Change Adaptation
Strategy for 2025”. This was good chance to share Salaspils Municipality experience to other municipalities
and raise their interest.

M areks K alnin presented E picuro activities an d L o cal A d ap tatio n Strategic P lan to key acto rs an d citizen s

KIND OF EVENT

DATE

Public meeting, that took
26.05.2018.
place during traditional from 10 till 15,
Salaspils town summer
Salaspils city
festival that a lot or
park
residents are participating
and also guest from other
municipalities.
Participants were
involved by informing
them about the EPICURO
project, project aims and
outcomes, planning
activities and pilot
project.
Meeting in two meeting
08.09.2018
points in flooded
from 10:00 territories – “Avoti” at
12:00 Avoti
10-12 and “Salenieki” at
and 12:00 12 - 14. It was announced
14:00
as possibility for residents
Salenieki
to meet in person and to
discuss the pilot actions
and also LASP activities.
EPICURO project and
19.09.2018.
LASP draft presentations
11:00 Riga
LASP draft presentations
at Salaspils Municipality
to anyone that may
concert

19.09.2018.
16:00
Salaspils
Municipality

NUMBER OF
PEOPLE
INVITED

TARGET GROUPS
TARGET
AMONG TERRITORIAL
GROUPS
ENTITIES KEYAMONG
STAKEHOLDERS
CITIZENS AND
MAJOR GROUPS

There was information at Surrounding municipalities
the info points and online
invitation, to anyone that
my concern, so it is hard
to say exactly how may
read this . There was
information at the info
points

There was information at
the info points and online
invitation, to anyone that
my concern, so it is hard
to say exacly how may
read this . There was
information at the info
points
-

-

politicians/tech stakeholders/all
Riga Planing Region
Municipalities members
There was information at
politicians/tech stakeholders
the info points and online
invitation, to anyone that
my concern, so it is hard
to say exacly how may
read this.

NUMBER OF
PARTECIPATING
PEOPLE

Citizens , potential
citizens, other festivel
participants

100

Citizens flooded
territories

15

-

60

Citizens flooded
territories

5

The City of Skopje

Challenges
• To increase City of Skopje's intersectoral cooperation and cooperation within the climate change
adaptation actions;
• To implement the measures covered by the climate change strategy "Resilient Skopje" (February
2017) dedicated to the different key areas, as follows: energy efficiency, transport, air pollution,
water, public health, utility services and public greenery;
• To improve the awareness of all relevant state and non-state stakeholders of local risks and
vulnerabilities by strengthening data, skills, and knowledge through meetings, exercises, training.
and formal relationships.

Summary of the participative focused actions
The City of Skopje held five events within Task E in the period September 2018 – January 2019.
The first two events were held within European Mobility Week, on 17th and 19th September 2018. The
first event was used by the EPICURO’s Strategic Team to promote the general project idea, implemented
and foreseen activities, but also for presenting the outcomes and results of the pilot test referring to urban
eating islands and conducted in August 2018. This event was aimed to the various categories of public
and held in the premises of the EU Delegation in the Republic of Macedonia. The second event, was in
fact the replication of the first event with adapted content of the presentations regarding the structure of
the audience, was held in two different technical high schools, and it was an excellent opportunity for the
students to become more familiar with trends in the urban resilience.
Next two events were held in the premises of the private sector’s company on the end of November 2018.
Beside occupational safety topics, it was a challenge for the employees in the critical infrastructure
companies to gain knowledge about urban resilience and measures aimed their company to become more
resilient to the manmade and natural hazards and disasters.
The measures of the Local Adaptation Strategic Plan was presented in the middle of January 2019. The
concept of this event was designed as an open public debate for the practitioners, policy makers and city’s
councilors will have an opportunity to discuss about key issues regarding the urban resilience and crosssectoral cooperation within city administration. As the presentation of the key points of the LASP took
an hour and half, the discussion lasted two hours. Some key notes and remarks of the discussion are
integrated in the last version of the LASP.

In th e H all o f th e C ity o f Sko p je th e p resen tatio n ab o ut co n ten t o f th e L o cal A d ap tatio n Strategic P lan w as held

KIND OF
EVENT

DATE

NUMBER OF
PEOPLE
INVITED

Dissemination and
First event
60
promotive activities of
during
the general project
European
idea, presentation of mobility week main outcomes and
17 September
results of the pilot
2018
test. to the public in
the offices of the EU
Delegation in the
Republic of
Macedonia (within
European mobility
week)
Awareness event
Second event
120
Presentation of a pilot
during
project to the students
European
in the technical high mobility week schools "Boro
19 September
Petrusevski" &
2018
"Mihajlo Pupin"
(within European
mobility week)
Presentation by Zoran
27/11/18
1 group (of 20
Dorevski and Rade
persons) - 4 classes
Rajkovchevski titled
X 45 min
"Environmental risk
management in the
city of Skopje: The
lessons learnt within
EPICURO project in
the function of
preventing the heating
islands in the city,
which are part of the
environmental risks

TARGET GROUPS
AMONG
TERRITORIAL
ENTITIES KEYSTAKEHOLDERS

TARGET
GROUPS
AMONG
CITIZENS AND
MAJOR GROUPS

NUMBER OF
PARTECIPATING
PEOPLE

COMMENTS

National officials (Government),
state and local indoor expert and
managers in the area of
environment and transport and
EU representatives

Limited number of
general public, NGO,
academia

50

Location: Delegation
of EU in the Republic
of Macedonia

Teachers and representatives
from the local government

High school students

100

Location: Professional
(Technical) High
school for automotive
and traffic/transport

11

Location: Training
Center of the OKTA
AD Skopje Oil
Rafinery.

Corporate employees related to
with Health Safety Environment
Department and managers
directly connected with
environment issues and
managing, loading, unloading,
storage, and transport of
derivatives. The training is
organized on three different
level of hierarchy (target groups).

Presentation by Zoran
Dorevski and Rade
Rajkovchevski titled
"Environmental risk
management in the
city of Skopje: The
lessons learnt within
EPICURO project in
the function of
preventing the heating
islands in the city,
which are part of the
environmental risks
Presentation of LASP

30/11/18

10/01/19

1 group (of 20
Corporate employees related to
persons) - 4 classes with Health Safety Environment
X 45 min
Department and managers
directly connected with
environment issues and
managing, loading, unloading,
storage, and transport of
derivatives. The training is
organized on three different
level of hierarchy (target groups).

50

Management structures of the
city’s departments, city’s
councilors, practitioners,

NGO, academia,
International
organizations

17

Location: Training
Center of the OKTA
AD Skopje Oil
Rafinery.

15

Location: Hall of the
Council of the City of
Skopje

The Municipality of Vicenza

Challenges
• To increase municipalities technicians’ knowledge about UHI localisation in the Vicenza urban
area;
• To collect punctual data in order to plan correct urban resilient strategies;
• To plan a complete operative methodology to decrease cloud burst effects;
• To improve cooperation among key actors/key categories;
• To raise citizens awareness and participation in planning development.

Summary of the participative focused actions
The Municipality of Vicenza has set up, within EPICURO project, a comprehensive strategy, with the
support of technical partners, to involve and engage as much as possible both, key stakeholders and
citizens. Some actions were conveyed through other project actions such as local training and pilot action,
some others were targeting specific targets groups.
The main target groups involved were: professional registers, architects and engineer, municipality and
public company technicians, citizens, students and teachers.
Involvement and engagement campaign were carried out trough organization of public conferences,
public events such as: Science Festival, Energy Day, Green Sunday, Workshops for the development of
the pilot action (3). From February 2018 to January 2019, Vicenza carried out an awareness-raising
campaign addressed to schools, where technicians of the Municipality and Civil Protection develop
together modules targeted on different school levels (form kind garden to high-school). The set of actions
involved around 2,800 people and most of the key actors for the development of resilience in the city.

T he M unicipality of V icenza o p en in g th e "Scien ce an d resilien ce" co n feren ce at F esav - Festival della Scienza A lto V icentino,
w ith th e p articip atio n o f L uca M ercalli

First W o rksh o p o f H azur d edicated to lo cal auth o rities and key stakehold ers

KIND OF
EVENT

Awarness-Raising
campaing in schools
(from kind garden to
high schools) sensitization about what
is urban resilence and
its importance and
biodiversity protection

DATE

Various from
January to May
2018

NUMBER OF
PEOPLE
INVITED

Public invitation from
Municipality to schools

Conferences - public
event - open and public
- Themes: Urban
Resilience and Urban
Heat Island

23 March and 13
April

Public invitation from
Municipality for open
session; professional
registers and municipality
technicians for closed
session

Energy Days - open
event regarding
renewable energy and
urban resilience

9 June

Public invitation from
Municipality

Ecological Sunday Vicenza

30 Sept

Hazur workshops Pilot test action

30 October, 20
and 27 November
2018
FESAV Science Festival
from 20 to 28
of Alto Vicentino October 2018
Schio city province of
Vicenza
Vicenza resilient
26/01/19
(Description of
resilience state of art
focus about
municipality of Vicenza
within Epicuro project)

TARGET GROUPS
TARGET
AMONG TERRITORIAL
GROUPS
ENTITIES KEYAMONG
STAKEHOLDERS
CITIZENS AND
MAJOR GROUPS

Public invitation from
Municipality
(expected:300)
60
Public invitation from
Municipality of Vicenza
and Schio
100

Municipality Technicians, NGO,
Sourrounding municipalities,
architect, engineers’ registers

Municipality technicias
NGO - local and regional
authorities

Students and teachers

280

Citizens

100

Citizens

15

Citizens-childrens

300

Municipality technicias; Public
services companies
Municipality Technicians, NGO,
Sourrounding
municipalities,professional
registers
Municipality Technicians, NGO,
Sourrounding
municipalities,citizens

NUMBER OF
PARTECIPATING
PEOPLE

50
Citizens
1500
Local associationsCitizens
70

Awarness-Raising
campaing in schools
(from primary to high
schools) - sensitization
about what is urban
resilence and its
importance and
biodiversity protection

Various from
December 2018
to January 2019

Public invitation from
Municipality to schools

Students and teachers

440

The City of Velje

Challenges
• To be a co-creating city, i.e., achieved through productive public-private partnerships;
• To be a climate resilient city, using water and climate change as drivers for development,
• To be a socially resilient city, increasing social and economic cohesion and cresting the best
conditions for future generations,
• To be smart city, by embracing technologies and improving co-creation, efficiency, outreach and
inclusivity.

Summary of the participative focused actions
Vejle Municipality already had a Resilience Strategy before becoming a partner in the EPICURO project.
Thus, Vejle’s primary goal has been to raise awareness about resilience for the local citizens and
departments in Vejle Municipality.
The main target groups involved were employees in Vejle Municipality, departments in Vejle, NGO’s and
ordinary local citizens.
The employees, departments and NGO’s in Vejle Municipality have been engaged through a two-part
course and workshop about resilience and how Vejle work with this concept and how best to integrate it
into the daily work. The workshop was followed by the webinar “Resilience Maturity Model” and
presentations from different professionals. The local citizens were engaged through both a workshop on
Vejle’s resilience strategy and an online course to create awareness about resilience and educate the local
population. Furthermore, both the public, politicians and NGO’s etc. participated in the Vejle Peoples’
Meeting in June 2018 where Vejle Municipality presented the EPICURO project and their work with
resilience. The set of actions involved around 5700 people.

KIND OF
EVENT

Vejle People's
Meeting. An annual
festival that showcase
city and orgnization
innitiatives. Epicuro
was highlighted as an
important Vejle
resilience innitiative.
Two day course about
resilience and how
Vejle work with this
concept. What
initiatives exist?
Webinar about
“Resilience Maturity
Model”
Continuation of the
previous
course/workshop.
International
Resilience Conference
about urban resilience,
Sustainable Energy
Solutions, Energy &
Climate Education
Online resilience
course

DATE

NUMBER OF
PEOPLE
INVITED

TARGET GROUPS
AMONG
TERRITORIAL
ENTITIES KEYSTAKEHOLDERS

TARGET
GROUPS
AMONG
CITIZENS
AND MAJOR
GROUPS

NUMBER OF
PARTECIPATING
PEOPLE

Citizens

5000

June 9-10 2018

All citizens of Vejle

Politicians (2nd level target)

April 30, May 1
2018

All employees in Vejle
Municipality

Municipality employees, NGO's,
corporations.

25

May 16 2018

All employees in Vejle
Municipality

Municipality employees, NGO's,
corporations.

25

June 1 2018

200

International proffesionals

130

November 1 December 20
2018, as pilot
action, but still
ongoing

Unlimited

Citizens in Vejle

50

Workshop Vejle
Resilience strategy. In
the workshop citizens
and officials
brainstormed together
about how best to
promote and work
with resilience and
new projects. The
workshop aimed to
bring together citizens
and officials to create
better understanding
and common ground.
Acccording to the
response from the
participants, the goal
was achieved.

nov-08 2018

100

The participants were ordinary
citizens and officials. The officials
from different departments and
organizations in Vejle talked
about how they work with
resilience and specific projects in
Vejle where this is visible.

Citizens

20

3. Conclusion
The involvement campaigns organized by the five partner Cities have been put in place on the basis of
the methodologies and tools shown by the Province, downscaling and calibrating them taking into account
the local background and risk profile pursuing a tailored involvement and engagement strategy.
Choosing among the different methodologies and tools offender by the Toolkit, the five cities have
implemented different engagement strategy with focus on particular topics of adaptation and DRR plan
and suitable approach that have allow them to reach finally their objectives:
-

ALBA IULIA implemented a strategy based on the interaction of the international Agendas at local level
combined environmental protection with disaster risk reduction. They have focused on disaster prevention
and preparedness activities and have capitalized the synergies with other local initiatives (Smart Cities
Project).
Really useful the engagement of young people and in general school community: educating a young person
in DRR means educating an entire family and creating a conscious adult.

-

SALASPILS has implemented initiatives to involve the neighboring territories in order to set up a shared
strategy. They have put in place awareness –campaigns addressed to the entire community based on a
strong visual approach (pictures of disasters) aiming at enhancing disaster preparedness for all people that
have been informed about local risks and how to manage emergency. Also in this case synergies with other
local initiatives have been capitalized.

-

SKOPJE started with initiatives to involve as much as possible the community and then focused on the
private sector. Really innovative was the approach based on the challenge for the employees in the critical
infrastructure companies to gain knowledge about measures aimed their company to become more resilient
to the manmade and natural hazards and disasters.
Finally, the LASP capitalized the feedbacks received thanks to its effective stakeholders’ engagement.

-

VICENZA has set up a really comprehensive strategy and engage as much as possible key stakeholders
and citizens. Principally they have chosen awareness-raising and information/formation activities in the
form of public conferences and events. Also in this case synergies with other local initiatives have been
capitalized.

-

VEJLE already had a Resilience Strategy before having become a partner in the EPICURO project and so
they focused the initiatives to further improve the strategy by means of training activities for Vejle
Municipality employees on how best to integrate it into the daily work and for citizens and NGOs’
engagement.

In the conclusion, all the five cities have reached the goal of an active involvement of the community in
their territories and have created a concrete dialogue and cooperation with their citizens and keystakeholders.
Moreover the cities have started partnerships with neighboring local entities to implement a shared
strategy carried out as local leaders.

The engagement process implemented so far is the secret of a successful strategy but it is important to
remember that this is an on-going process that required continuous effort to be kept alive.
Now the five cities have to implement a strong follow-up process of the strategy.

